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Galaxy bimodality due to cold flows and shock heating
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ABSTRACT

We address the origin of the robust bimodality observed in galaxy properties about a char-
acteristic stellar mass ∼3 × 1010 M�. Less massive galaxies tend to be ungrouped blue star
forming discs, while more massive galaxies are typically grouped red old-star spheroids.
Colour–magnitude data show a gap between the red and blue sequences, extremely red lumi-
nous galaxies already at z ∼ 1, a truncation of today’s blue sequence above L∗, and massive
starbursts at z ∼ 2–4. We propose that these features are driven by the thermal properties of the
inflowing gas and their interplay with the clustering and feedback processes, all functions of
the dark matter halo mass and associated with a similar characteristic scale. In haloes below a
critical shock-heating mass M shock � 1012 M�, discs are built by cold streams, not heated by a
virial shock, yielding efficient early star formation. It is regulated by supernova feedback into
a long sequence of bursts in blue galaxies constrained to a ‘fundamental line’. Cold streams
penetrating through hot media in M � M shock haloes preferentially at z � 2 lead to massive
starbursts in L > L∗ galaxies. At z < 2, in M > M shock haloes hosting groups, the gas is heated
by a virial shock, and being dilute it becomes vulnerable to feedback from energetic sources
such as active galactic nuclei. This shuts off gas supply and prevents further star formation,
leading by passive evolution to ‘red-and-dead’ massive spheroids starting at z ∼ 1. A minimum
in feedback efficiency near Mshock explains the observed minimum in M/L and the qualitative
features of the star formation history. The cold flows provide a hint for solving the angular
momentum problem. When these processes are incorporated in simulations they recover the
main bimodality features and solve other open puzzles.

Key words: shock waves – cooling flows – galaxies: evolution – galaxies: formation – galaxies:
haloes – dark matter.

1 I N T RO D U C T I O N

Observations reveal a robust bimodality in the galaxy population,
being divided into two classes, the ‘blue’ and ‘red’ sequences, at
a characteristic stellar mass M s,crit � 3 × 1010 M�. This corre-
sponds to a dark halo mass M crit � 1012 M� and a virial velocity
V crit � 120 km s−1 today. Less massive galaxies tend to be blue,
star forming discs residing in the ‘field’. Their properties are cor-
related along a ‘fundamental line’ of decreasing surface brightness,
internal velocity and metallicity with decreasing luminosity. Galax-
ies above Mcrit are dominated by spheroids of red, old stars, with
high surface brightness and metallicity independent of luminosity.
They tend to reside in the high-density environments of groups and
clusters and they preferentially host active galactic nucleus/nuclei
(AGN/AGNs).

Current models of galaxy formation have difficulties in repro-
ducing this bimodality and the broad colour distribution observed.

�E-mail: dekel@phys.huji.ac.il (AD); yuval@phys.huji.ac.il (YB)

In particular, the extremely red bright ellipticals which start show-
ing up already at z ∼ 1 are not predicted. They require efficient
star formation at earlier epochs, followed by an effective shutdown
of star formation in massive galaxies. The observations also reveal
very blue galaxies in excess of the predictions, indicating repeating
starbursts over the lifetimes of galaxies. Today’s blue sequence is
non-trivially truncated at the bright end, while at z � 2 there are
indications for very luminous starbursts in big objects, both posing
severe theoretical challenges.

1.1 The observed bimodality

The bimodality or transition in galaxy properties is observed in many
different ways. We list here the main relevant observed features1

which we address in this paper (Section 6).

(i) Luminosity functions. Blue galaxies dominate the stellar
mass function below M s,crit while red galaxies take over above it

1 Quoting only sample references, making no attempt to be complete.
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[Bell et al. 2003c; Baldry et al. 2004, in Sloan Digital Sky Survey
(SDSS) and two-Micron All Sky Survey (2MASS)]. The transition
occurs slightly below L∗, the characteristic luminosity of the bright-
est disc galaxies, beyond which the luminosity function drops.

(ii) Colour–magnitude. A colour bimodality shows robustly in
Colour–magnitude diagrams, where the galaxies are divided into
a blue sequence and a red sequence separated by a gap. In SDSS
(Blanton et al. 2005; Baldry et al. 2004), the gap is at u − r ∼ 2. The
colour distribution is non-trivially broad, with the red tip stretching
beyond u − r = 2.5 and the blue tail reaching well below u − r = 1.0.

(iii) Star formation rate. The current star formation rate (SFR),
and the typical age of the stellar population, show a robust bimodal-
ity about M s,crit. The less massive galaxies are dominated by young
populations, while the more massive galaxies are dominated by old
stars [Kauffmann et al. 2003b; Madgwick et al. 2003b, in SDSS and
two-degree Field (2dF)], in agreement with the colour bimodality. A
similar bimodality is seen in the gas-to-stellar mass fraction, which
is high in the blue sequence and low in the red sequence, steeply
increasing with stellar mass below M s,crit, and only moderately so
above it (Kannappan 2004, in SDSS+2MASS).

(iv) Colour–magnitude at z ∼ 1. The colour bimodality is sim-
ilar back to z ∼ 1.5 (Bell et al. 2004, in COMBO17). Extremely red
massive galaxies exist at the bright tip of the red sequence already
at z ∼ 1 (e.g. Moustakas et al. 2004). Very blue small galaxies indi-
cating starbursts show in the blue sequence (e.g. Ferguson & Babul
1998; Fioc & Rocca-Volmerange 1999).

(v) Massive starbursts at high z. Very luminous and massive
dusty objects are detected at z ∼ 2–4, indicating an excessive activity
of star formation in surprisingly big objects (Smail et al. 2002;
Chapman et al. 2003, 2004; Shapley et al. 2004, LBG and SCUBA
sources).

(vi) Star formation history. The cosmological history of SFR
has a broad maximum near z ∼ 1–2, followed by a sharp drop from
z ∼ 1 to z = 0 (e.g. Madau et al. 1996; Dickinson et al. 2003;
Giavalisco et al. 2004; Hartwick 2004; Heavens et al. 2004). Still,
about half the stars in today’s spirals seem to have formed after z ∼
1, e.g. in luminous infrared galaxies (LIRGs) near M s,crit (Hammer
et al. 2005). Massive galaxies tend to form their stars earlier than
smaller galaxies (‘downsizing’ Thomas et al. 2005).

(vii) Bulge-to-disc ratio. The galaxy bulge-to-disc ratio shows
a transition from disc dominance in the blue sequence below M s,crit

to spheroid dominance in the red sequence (Blanton et al. 2005;
Kauffmann et al. 2003b, in SDSS).

(viii) Environment dependence. The distributions in colour and
SFR depend strongly on the galaxy density in the ∼1 Mpc vicinity:
the blue and red sequence galaxies tend to populate low- and high-
density environments, respectively (Blanton et al. 2005; Hogg et al.
2003; Balogh et al. 2004; Blanton et al. 2004; Kauffman et al. 2004,
in SDSS). The colour–environment correlation is stronger than the
morphology–density relation Dressler (1980).

(ix) Halo mass and HOD. The environment density is corre-
lated with the mass of the host dark matter (DM) halo, where haloes
less massive than ∼1012 M� typically host one dominant galaxy
each while more massive haloes tend to host groups and clusters
of luminous galaxies, as quantified by the halo occupation distribu-
tion (HOD, Yan, Madgwick & White 2003; Kravtsov et al. 2004;
Abazajian et al. 2005, in 2dF, SDSS and in simulations). The en-
vironment dependence thus implies that the galaxy properties are
correlated with the host halo mass, with the bimodality at M crit �
1012 M� (Blanton et al. 2004).

(x) Hot halo gas. Ellipticals of L B > 1010.5 L� show a signif-
icant excess of X-ray flux plausibly associated with hot halo gas

(Ciotti et al. 1991; Mathews & Brighenti 2003). Intergalactic X-
ray radiation is detected predominantly in groups where the bright-
est galaxy is an elliptical. Group properties have a transition near
σ v ∼ 140 km s−1 (Helsdon & Ponman 2003; Osmond & Ponman
2004).

(xi) Luminosity/mass functions. The stellar mass function has
a ‘knee’ near M s,crit, where the shallow dn/dM s ∝ M−1

s on the
faint side turns into an exponential drop. In contrast, the dark
halo mass function is predicted by the standard Lambda cold dark
matter (�CDM) model to be dn/d M ∝ M−1.8 everywhere be-
low ∼1013 M�. A match at M s,crit requires a baryonic fraction
M s/M ∼ 0.05, indicating gas loss, and associating M s,crit with
M crit � 6 × 1011 M�. The halo mass-to-light function has a mini-
mum near Mcrit, varying as M/ L ∝ M−2/3 and ∝ M+1/2 below and
above it, respectively, thus implying increased suppression of star
formation away from the critical mass on both sides (Marinoni &
Hudson 2002; Bell et al. 2003a,b; Yang, Mo & van den Bosch 2003,
in a B-mag sample and in SDSS, 2MASS, 2dF).

(xii) Fundamental line versus plane. A transition is detected
in the galaxy structural scaling relations near M s,crit, e.g. the surface
brightness changes from μs ∝ M0.6

s at lower masses to μs ∼constant
at the bright end (Kauffmann et al. 2003b, in SDSS). The correlation
below M s,crit is part of the ‘fundamental line’ relating stellar mass,
radius and velocity over five decades in M s (e.g. Dekel & Woo
2003). The mean metallicity shows a transition near a similar mass
scale from Z ∼ M0.4

s to Z ∼ constant (Dekel & Woo 2003; Tremonti
et al. 2004, in SDSS and the Local Group).

(xiii) AGNs. Black hole masses are correlated with their host
spheroid properties (e.g. Tremaine et al. 2002). The optical AGN
population, with high accretion rate and SFR, peaks near M s,crit

with little AGN activity at smaller masses, and is associated with
black hole masses �108 M� (Kauffmann et al. 2003a, in SDSS).
Radio-loud AGNs, uncorrelated with the optical activity and the
SFR, dominate in larger haloes hosting ∼108–9 M� black holes
(G. Kauffmann private communication).

1.2 Key physical processes

The bimodality imprinted on almost every global property of galax-
ies deserves a simple theoretical understanding. We propose that
the main source of the bimodality is the transition from cold flows
to virial shock heating at a critical scale, in concert with feedback
processes and gravitational clustering that emphasize the same char-
acteristic scale. We address the cross-talk between these processes,
and integrate them into a scenario which attempts to address simul-
taneously the variety of observed phenomena. The key processes
are:

(i) Cold infall versus hot medium. The thermal behaviour of
the gas as it falls through the halo is qualitatively different below
and above a critical mass scale of M shock � 1012 M� (Birnboim &
Dekel 2003; Kereš et al. 2005). In less massive haloes, the disc is
built by cold flows (∼104−5 K), which are likely to generate early
bursts of star formation. In more massive haloes, the infalling gas is
first heated by stable shocks to near the virial temperature (∼106 K).
Near and above M shock at z � 2 (and preferentially in isolated galax-
ies), streams of dense cold gas penetrate through the dilute shock-
heated medium (Fardal et al. 2001; Kravtsov 2003; Kereš et al. 2005)
(discussed in Sections 2–4).

(ii) Gravitational clustering. Non-linear gravitational cluster-
ing of the DM occurs on a characteristic mass scale, M∗, marking
the typical haloes forming at a given epoch and the lower bound
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for groups of galaxies. We point out that the clustering scale, which
varies rapidly with cosmological time, happens to coincide with
M shock at z ∼ 1, and the interplay between these scales plays a role
in determining the galaxy properties (Section 4).

(iii) Feedback. We argue that the feedback processes affecting
galaxy evolution are relatively ineffective near M shock, largely due
to the shock-heating process itself, and they therefore help empha-
sizing the imprint of this scale on the galaxy properties. Supernova
and other feedback processes regulate star formation in the blue se-
quence below M shock. Feedback by AGNs, or other sources, becomes
efficient in haloes more massive than M shock, because it preferen-
tially affects the dilute shock-heated medium and may prevent it
from ever cooling and forming stars effects (Section 5).

We show how the introduction of shock-stability physics crystal-
lizes our understanding of the origin of the characteristic scales of
galaxies. We argue that the combination of shock heating, feedback
and clustering introduces a new feature in galaxy formation mod-
elling – a complete suppression of cold gas supply in haloes above a
critical mass after a critical redshift. This could be the key to solving
many of the open questions posed by the observations, focusing on
the bright-end truncation of the luminosity function, the appearance
of very red bright galaxies already at z ∼ 1 at the expense of big
blue galaxies, and the indications for massive starbursts at higher
redshifts. We note that some of the issues have been addressed in
parallel, in a similar spirit and in different ways, by Birnboim &
Dekel (2003), Benson et al. (2003), Kereš et al. (2005) and Binney
(2004). We make here a more thorough investigation into the cold
flows versus shock-heating phenomenon, relate it to the feedback
and clustering processes, and attempt an integrated scenario that
addresses simultaneously the variety of observed features.

1.3 Outline

In Section 2, we provide an improved presentation of the original
analysis of spherical shock stability (Birnboim & Dekel 2003, here-
after BD03). In Section 3, we compute the associated critical mass
scale in the cosmological context. In Section 4, we describe how
the phenomena is demonstrated in cosmological simulations, and
learn about cold filaments in massive hot haloes at high redshift.
In Section 5, we address the cross-talk with the relevant feedback
processes working alternatively below and above the critical scale.
Then, in Section 6, we integrate the above processes into a scenario
which attempts to explain the origin of the bimodality and related
features, and report first results from simulations that implement
the new ingredients. In Section 7, we briefly discuss possible impli-
cations on other open issues in galaxy formation, and in Section 8
we summarize our results, the proposed re-engineering of galaxy
formation simulations, and the open theoretical issues.

2 S P H E R I C A L S H O C K - S TA B I L I T Y A NA LY S I S

The standard paradigm of disc formation (Rees & Ostriker 1977;
Silk 1977; White & Rees 1978; Blumenthal et al. 1984; White &
Frenk 1991; Mo, Mao & White 1998), which lies at the basis of all
current models of galaxy formation, assumes that while a DM halo
relaxes to a virial equilibrium, the gas that falls in within it is shock
heated near the halo virial radius Rv to the halo virial temperature.
It is then assumed to cool radiatively from the inside out. As long as
the cooling time is shorter than a certain global free-fall time (or the
Hubble time), typically inside a current ‘cooling radius’, the gas is
assumed to accrete gradually on to a central disc and then form stars

in a quiescent way. The maximum halo mass for efficient cooling
was estimated to be of the order of ∼1012–13 M�, and the com-
mon wisdom has been since then that this explains the upper bound
for disc galaxies. However, early hints, based on one-dimensional
simulations, indicated that this scenario cannot reproduce the sharp
drop in the luminosity function above this scale (Thoul & Wein-
berg 1995). Even earlier studies, valid in the context of the pancake
picture of galaxy formation, indicated that virial shock heating may
not be as general as assumed (Binney 1977). More advanced cos-
mological simulations have started to reveal the presence of cold
flows (Fardal et al. 2001). With the new data from big surveys such
as SDSS, 2MASS and 2dF, and the detailed semi-analytic mod-
elling (SAM) of galaxy formation, it is becoming clear that the
observed scale is somewhat smaller and the drop is sharper than
predicted by the original picture. It seems that the current models
based on the standard paradigm have hard time trying to reproduce
many of the observed bimodality features summarized in Section 1.
This motivated us to attempt a closer look at the shock-heating
mechanism.

2.1 Spherical simulations

Fig. 1 shows the time evolution of the radii of Lagrangian gas shells
in a spherical gravitating system consisting of gas (in this case with

Figure 1. Time evolution of the radii of Lagrangian gas shells (lines) in a
spherical simulation of a protogalaxy consisting of primordial gas (Z = 0)
and DM. Temperature is marked by colour. A shock shows up as a sharp
break in the flow lines, namely a sudden slowdown of the infall, associated
with an abrupt increase in the temperature. The lower discontinuity where
the inflow is brought to a final halt marks the ‘disc’ radius, formed due to an
artificial centrifugal force. (a) A massive system, where the virialized mass
grows from 1011 to 1013 M�. (b) A less massive system, growing from
1010 to 1012 M�. A virial shock exists only in systems more massive than a
critical mass, while in smaller haloes the gas flows cold and unperturbed into
the inner halo. With more realistic metallicities the critical mass becomes
∼1012 M�.
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primordial composition) and DM, similar to the original simula-
tions by BD03 using an accurate one-dimensional hydrodynamical
code. Not shown are the dissipationless DM shells, which detach
from the cosmological expansion, collapse and then oscillate into
virial equilibrium such that they deepen the potential well attract-
ing the dissipating gas shells. The initial density perturbation was
assumed to have a profile proportional to the linear two-point cor-
relation function of �CDM (justified in Dekel 1981), and the final
density profile roughly mimics the universal NFW profile (Navarro,
Frenk & White 1997) seen in cosmological simulations. The gas is
cooling radiatively based on the atomic cooling function computed
by Sutherland & Dopita (1993). The collapse of each gas shell is
stopped at roughly 0.05 Rv by an artificial centrifugal force which
mimics the formation of a central disc.

The upper panel focuses on massive haloes of ∼1012 M�. As ex-
pected in the common picture, a strong shock exists near the virial
radius, namely at roughly half the maximum-expansion radius of
the corresponding shell. The virial shock gradually propagates out-
wards, encompassing more mass in time. The hot post-shock gas
is in a quasi-static equilibrium, pressure supported against gravita-
tional collapse. The lower panel focuses on halo masses smaller by
an order of magnitude, and shows an interesting new phenomenon.
A stable shock forms and inflates from the disc towards the virial
radius only after a total mass of more than a few times 1011 M� has
collapsed. In less massive systems, the cooling rate is faster than
the compression rate required for restoring the pressure in the post-
shock gas; had there been a shock, the post-shock gas would have
become unstable against radial gravitational contraction and unable
to support the shock. In the specific case shown, with zero metallic-
ity, the critical mass is biased low; with more realistic metallicities
it becomes ∼1012 M� due to the more efficient cooling via metal
lines (Section 3).

We demonstrate below (Section 4) that the behaviour seen in
the spherical simulations is robustly reproduced in cosmological
simulations. But first we wish to understand the spherical case, and
use it for simple predictions.

2.2 Post-shock stability criterion

The existence or absence of a shock, as seen in the simulations, can
be evaluated via a straightforward stability analysis of the post-shock
gas (first introduced in BD03). We provide here a brief, improved
presentation of this analysis, followed by a more detailed estimate
of the predicted critical mass for shock stability as a function of
redshift (Section 3).

A stable extended shock can exist when the pressure in the post-
shock gas is sufficient to balance the gravitational attraction towards
the halo centre. The standard equation of state for an ideal gas ex-
presses the pressure as P = (γ − 1)ρ e where ρ and e are the
gas density and internal energy per unit mass, and γ = 5/3 for a
monatomic gas. In the textbook case of no cooling, the adiabatic
index is defined as γ ≡ (∂ln P/∂ln ρ)ad, and the system is known
to be gravitationally stable once γ > 4/3. When there is energy loss
(e.g. by radiation) at a rate q per unit mass, we define a new quantity
along the particle trajectories:

γeff ≡ d ln P
d ln ρ

= γ − ρ

ρ̇

q
e
. (1)

The second equality follows from energy conservation, ė = −PV̇ −
q (where V = 1/ρ), plugged into the equation of state. Note that
γ eff = γ when q = 0. The difference between the two is a ratio of
characteristic rates for the two competing processes: the cooling,

which reduces the pressure in the post-shock gas, and the com-
pression due to the pattern of the post-shock infall, which tends
to increase the pressure. If the compression rate is efficient com-
pared to the cooling-loss rate, it restores the pressure necessary for
supporting a stable extended shock, but otherwise the post-shock
gas collapses inwards under gravity, failing to support the extended
shock.

It is convenient to express the compression rate in the post-shock
region as the inverse of a compression time, which we define by

tcomp ≡ �
ρ

ρ̇
� ≡ 3γ + 2

γ (3γ − 4)
= 21

5
, (2)

with the factor � to be justified below, and the last equality referring
to γ = 5/3. For a spherical shock at radius rs, and a post-shock
radial velocity u1, we assume that the radial flow pattern in the post-
shock region is homologous, u/r = u1/r s. This is justified based
on the spherical simulations described above, where the log-linear
post-shock flow lines in Fig. 1 are nearly parallel straight lines. We
then obtain using continuity

tcomp = �

(−∇ · u)
= �rs

(−3 u1)
. (3)

The competing cooling rate in the post-shock region is expressed
as the inverse of the standard radiative cooling time defined by

tcool ≡ e
q

, (4)

where e = e(T) and q ∝ ρ�(T , Z), functions of temperature T and
metallicity Z. Then in equation (1)

γeff = γ − �−1 tcomp

tcool
. (5)

In order to test for stability, BD03 performed a perturbation anal-
ysis where the radius of a shell is perturbed by r → r + δr and
the sign of the force, δ̈r/δr , is computed. Writing δr = u δt, using
the homology, and assuming further that the gravity and pressure
forces balance each other near the transition state between stability
and instability, ρ−1 ∇ P = GM/r 2, one obtains a restoring force, i.e.
stability, for

γeff > γcrit ≡ 2γ

γ + 2/3
= 10

7
. (6)

The γ crit = 10/7 replaces the standard γ crit = 4/3 of the adiabatic
case.2

Using equation (5) and the definitions of the time-scales above,
the shock stability criterion of equation (6) becomes the simple con-
dition that the cooling rate should be slower than the compression
rate:

tcool > tcomp. (7)

Once the cooling rate is slower, the pressure gain by compression
can balance the loss by radiative cooling, which allows the post-
shock gas to be stable against global gravitational collapse and thus
support the shock. The factor � = 21/5 has been introduced in
the definition of tcomp, equation (2), in order to simplify this final
expression.

2 If the spherical symmetry assumed above is replaced by planar symmetry,
both for the shock and the gravitational field, the stability criterion γ eff >

10/7 is replaced by γ eff > 10/11 (Birnboim et al., in preparation). One
can therefore assume in general that the actual critical value lies somewhere
between these two limits; if γ eff < 10/11 there is no stable shock, if γ eff >

10/7 the conditions allow a stable shock, and if 10/11 < γ eff < 10/7 the
shock stability depends on the local geometry.
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Note that the relevant quantity for stability is the ratio of rates
associated with the two competing processes, independent of how
slow each of them actually is in absolute terms. Each of the charac-
teristic times could in principle be longer than the Hubble time – it
is their ratio which determines whether a stable shock is possible or
the gas falls in subject to gravity, cold and unperturbed.

2.3 Pre-shock quantities

2.3.1 Compression rate

Using the standard jump conditions across a strong shock, we can
express the characteristic time-scales (or γ eff) in terms of the pre-
shock gas quantities. The jump condition for the radial velocity is

u0 − us = γ + 1

γ − 1
(u1 − us), (8)

where us is the radial shock velocity and u0 is the radial velocity of
the pre-shock gas. Then

tcomp = �(γ + 1)

3(γ − 1)

rs

|u0|

(
1 − 2

(γ − 1)

us

|u0|

)−1

(9)

= 28

5

rs

|u0| (1 − 3ũs)
−1 (10)

� 5.48 Gyr
rs

|u0| (1 − 3ũs)
−1, (11)

where ũs ≡ us/|u0| (see Section 2.3.4) and the last expression as-
sumes γ = 5/3, rs in 100 kpc, and u0 in 100 km s−1. If us = 0, say,
then tcomp is about six times larger than r s/|u0|, a typical free-fall
time from rs into the halo centre. At the virial radius, tcomp is com-
parable to the Hubble time at the corresponding epoch, but at inner
radii it becomes significantly shorter.

2.3.2 Cooling rate

The cooling time (e.g. based on Sutherland & Dopita 1993) is

tcool ≡ e
q

= 1 + 2ε

1 + ε

3

2
kT

[
χ2

m
ρ �(T , Z )

]−1

, (12)

where �(T , Z) is the cooling function, k is the Boltzmann constant,
ε ≡ nHe/nH, the mass per particle is m ≡ μm p with μ = (1 + 4ε)/
(2 + 3ε), and the number of electrons per particle is χ = (1 + 2ε)/
(2 + 3ε). For 25 per cent He in mass, one has ε = 1/12, yielding
μ = 0.59. If we express the post-shock temperature as
T 6 ≡ T /106 K, the post-shock baryon density as ρ−28 ≡
ρ/10−28 g cm−3, and the cooling function as �−22(T , Z ) ≡ �(T ,
Z )/10−22 erg cm3 s−1, we have

tcool � 2.61 Gyr ρ−1
−28 T6 �−1

−22(T , Z ). (13)

The post-shock gas density is related to the pre-shock density by
the jump condition

ρ1 = γ + 1

γ − 1
ρ0 = 4ρ0, (14)

and the post-shock temperature entering the cooling time is related
to the pre-shock radial velocity u0 via

kT1

m
= 2(γ − 1)

(γ + 1)2
(u0 − us)

2 = 3

16
u2

0 (1 + ũs)
2. (15)

We note in passing that for a virial shock, where u0 = − V v

(BD03), the post-shock temperature is actually

T1 � 3

8
Tv, (16)

comparable to but somewhat smaller than the virial temperature as
defined in equation (A9).

2.3.3 Stability criterion

Using equations (11) and (13), the critical stability condition be-
comes

tcool

tcomp
� 0.48

ρ−1
−28T6 �−1

−22(T , Z )

rs |u0|−1 (1 − 3ũs)−1
� 1, (17)

with rs in 100 kpc and u0 in 100 km s−1. Recall that equation (14) re-
lates ρ to ρ 0, and equation (15) relates T to u0. Thus, for given shock
radius rs, shock velocity relative to infall u s/|u0|, and pre-shock gas
density ρ 0, once the metallicity Z is given and the cooling function
�(T , Z) is known, one can solve equation (17) for the critical values
of T and the corresponding u0. When put in a cosmological context
(Section 3), this solution is associated with a unique critical halo
mass.

The stability criterion derived above, equation (6) or equation (7),
is found to work very well when compared to the results of the
spherical simulations shown in Fig. 1. When γ eff (or t cool/t comp)
is computed using pre-shock quantities at a position just outside
the ‘disc’, we find that as long as the halo is less massive than
a critical scale, before the shock forms, the value of γ eff is indeed
well below γ crit and is gradually rising, reaching γ crit almost exactly
when the shock starts propagating outwards. The value of the γ eff

computed using the quantities just outside the shock then oscillates
about γ crit with a decreasing amplitude, following the oscillations in
the shock radius seen in Fig. 1. As the shock eventually settles at the
virial radius, γ eff approaches 5/3, larger than γ crit = 10/7, where
the cooling is negligible. The same stability criterion is found to
be valid to a good approximation also in cosmological simulations
(Section 4).

2.3.4 Shock velocity

What value of ũs is relevant for evaluating stability? In the inner
halo, we use ũs = 0. This is because, as the halo is growing in mass,
the shock first forms in the inner halo and then propagates outwards
(Fig. 1b). The onset of shock stability is therefore marked by its
ability to develop a velocity outwards.

During the stable phase when the shock is expanding with the
virial radius, the spherical simulations indicate roughly u1 � −us

(Fig. 1a), namely ũs � 1/7 (equation 8). This indicates that a small
shock velocity of such a magnitude is appropriate for evaluating
stability at the virial radius.

Note that stability is harder to achieve when the shock is expand-
ing relatively fast. In particular, in the extreme case ũs = 1/3, the
post-shock velocity vanishes, u1 = 0 (equation 8). The compression
rate becomes infinitely slow (equation 3), implying that the shock
cannot be stabilized.

3 S H O C K - H E AT I N G S C A L E I N C O S M O L O G Y

3.1 Haloes in cosmology

We wish to translate the critical stability condition, equation (7)
or equation (17), into a critical post-shock temperature, and the
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corresponding critical halo virial velocity and mass as a function
of redshift. Equation (17) has a unique solution when combined
with the two virial relations between halo mass, velocity and radius
(equation A6), and the relation between post-shock temperature and
pre-shock infalling velocity (equation 15).

As summarized in Appendix A, the time dependence of the virial
relations can be expressed in terms of the convenient parameter

A ≡ (
�200�m0.3h2

0.7

)−1/3
a, (18)

where a ≡ 1/(1 + z) is the cosmological expansion factor and the
other parameters are of order unity. The parameters �m 0.3 and h0.7

correspond to today’s values of the cosmological mass density pa-
rameter and the Hubble expansion parameter, respectively, and for
the standard �CDM cosmology adopted here they are both equal to
unity. The parameter �200 is the virial density factor given approx-
imately in equation (A8): at redshifts z > 1 it is �200 � 1, but at
lower redshifts it becomes somewhat larger, reaching �200 � 1.7 at
z = 0.

3.2 Compression rate

For a shock at the virial radius, rs = Rv, we approximate u0 = −V v,
as predicted by the spherical collapse model in an Einstein–de Sitter
cosmology (BD03, appendix B).

When the shock is at an arbitrary inner radius r, where the infalling
velocity is |u|, we multiply Rv and V v by appropriate factors fr ≡
r/Rv and fu ≡|u|/V v (discussed in Section 3.5). Then equation (11)
becomes

tcomp � 14.3 Gyr A3/2 fr f −1
u (1 − 3ũs)

−1. (19)

3.3 Cooling rate: gas density

In order to express the cooling time of equation (13) in terms of cos-
mological quantities, we first evaluate the pre-shock baryon density,
which we write as

ρb = 4 fb (ρ/ρ̄)vir � ρu fρ. (20)

Here, ρ u is the universal mean mass density (equation A4), and � is
the top-hat mean overdensity inside the virial radius (equation A8).
The factor (ρ/ρ̄)vir translates ρ̄, the mean total density interior to
Rv, to ρ, the local total density at Rv. The effective baryonic fraction
f b turns it into a pre-shock baryonic density. The factor 4 stands for
the ratio between the post-shock gas density and the pre-shock gas
density.3 The factor f ρ ≡ ρ(r )/ρ(Rv) reflects the ratio of the actual
gas density at some radius r within the halo to its value at the virial
radius (see Section 3.5).

The ratio ρ/ρ̄ at the virial radius is derived for the universal NFW
halo density profile revealed by cosmological simulations (Navarro,
Frenk & White 1997). For a virial concentration parameter c, this
ratio is(

ρ

ρ̄

)
vir

= c2

3(1 + c)2

[
ln(1 + c) − c

(1 + c)

]−1

. (21)

A typical concentration of c = 12 is associated with ρ/ρ̄ � 0.17;
we therefore express the approximate results below using the factor
fρ̄,0.17 ≡ (ρ/ρ̄)/0.17. In our more accurate evaluation of the critical

3 In the spherical simulations, the relevant factor relating the baryon density
to the DM density in equation (20) is actually closer to ∼3 because of a
‘bump’ in the DM density just inside the virial radius.

scale (Section 3.7), we model the dependence of the mean concen-
tration on mass and time using the fit of Bullock et al. (2001) for
the �CDM cosmology:

c(M, a) = 18 M−0.13
11 a. (22)

The effective baryon fraction f b may in principle be as large as
the universal fraction � 0.13, but it is likely to be smaller because of
gas loss due to outflows. For the approximate expressions we define
f b,0.05 ≡ f b/0.05.

The gas density at r, equation (20), thus becomes

ρ−28 = 0.190 A−3 fb,0.05 fρ fρ̄,0.17. (23)

Inserting this baryon density into equation (13), the cooling time
becomes

tcool = 13.7A3 f −1
b,0.05 f −1

ρ f −1
ρ̄,0.17 T6 �−1

−22(T , Z ) Gyr. (24)

The cooling function that we use below (based on Sutherland &
Dopita 1993) neglects two physical processes: Compton scattering
off the cosmic microwave background and the possible effect of
external radiation on the cooling rate through the re-ionization of
hydrogen. Based on the more complete cooling function as im-
plemented by Kravtsov & Gnedin (2004), one learns that these
processes become important only for densities below ∼10−28 and
10−26 g cm−3 at z ∼ 0 and 4, respectively. Using equation (23), we
conclude that while these processes may have a certain effect on
the cooling rate near the virial radius, they should be negligible
once the analysis is applied inside the inner half of the halo, where
the critical scale for shock heating is determined in practice. We
address these effects in more detail elsewhere (Birnboim, Dekel &
Loeb in preparation).

3.4 Metallicity

The metallicity near the virial radius and in the inner halo, which
also enters the cooling rate, is one of our most uncertain inputs. For
the mean metallicity Z (in solar units) as a function of redshift z, we
use the two-parameter functional form

log(Z/Z0) = −s z, (25)

where Z0 is today’s metallicity and the slope s governs the rate of
growth.

An upper limit may be imposed by the hot, X-ray emitting intra-
cluster medium (ICM) at low redshifts, which indicate Z 0 ∼ 0.2–0.3.
The ICM metallicity evolution in SAMs, assuming a range of dif-
ferent feedback recipes, yields consistently an average enrichment
rate of roughly s � 0.17 (R. Somerville private communication; De
Lucia, Kauffmann & White 2004). We adopt this enrichment rate s
in our modelling below.

A realistic estimate of the metallicity near the virial radius (or
perhaps a lower limit for the inner halo) may be provided by C IV

absorbers in the intergalactic medium at z ∼ 2–4 (Schaye et al.
2003). At densities appropriate to typical NFW haloes at z = 3
(with c = 3), namely ρ vir � 53ρ u, they measure an average of
[C/H] = −2.47. Silicon measurements, on the other hand, seem
to indicate a metallicity that is about five times larger (A. Aguirre
private communication). If one takes the geometrical mean between
the metallicities indicated by C IV and by Si one has Z(z = 3) �
0.0075. This translates to Z 0 = 0.025 if s = 0.17.

We note that another popular indicator, Mg II, indicates consis-
tently Z < 0.01 within 50–100 kpc of galaxy centres at z ∼ 1 (private
communication with J. Charlton; e.g. Ding et al. 2003).
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8 A. Dekel and Y. Birnboim

The damped Lyα systems (DLAS) are believed to sample cold gas
deeper inside the haloes, and can thus provide another interesting
limit. Observations in the range z = 1–4 (Prochaska et al. 2003) can
be fitted on average by equation (25) with Z 0 � 0.2 and a somewhat
steeper slope s � 0.26. However, a fit with s = 0.17 (and then Z0 =
0.1) is not ruled out.

Based on the above estimates, we adopt as our fiducial metallici-
ties Z0 = 0.03 at Rv and Z0 = 0.1 at the ‘disc’ radius ∼0.1Rv, both
with an enrichment rate s = 0.17.

3.5 Inside the halo

For a shock in the inner halo we wish to estimate the factors fr, fu

and f ρ .
Empirically from the spherical simulation of BD03, for a shell

encompassing a mass just shy of the critical mass (as well as from
the toy model of BD03 of gas contracting in a static isothermal
sphere), we estimate for fr ≡ r/Rv

fρ ≡ ρ0(r )

ρ0(Rv)
�

{
f −1.6
r , r � Rv

f −2.1
r , r ∼ 0.1Rv

. (26)

We adopt below f ρ = f −2
r at fr = 0.1.

Energy conservation assuming pure radial motion inside a static
singular isothermal sphere yields

fu ≡ u0(r )

u0(Rv)
= [

1 + 2 fb

(
f −1
r − 1

) + 2(1 − fb) ln f −1
r

]1/2
. (27)

For fr = 0.1 and f b = 0.05 this gives the estimate fu � 2.5.
Based on the definition of fu, the temperature behind a virial shock

is related to the temperature obtained from the stability condition at
radius r by

T (Rv) = f −2
u T (r ). (28)

3.6 Crude explicit estimates

The critical temperature for stability, as obtained by comparing tcool

and tcomp in the cosmological context, equations (24) and (19), is

T6 λ−1
−22(T , Z ) = 1.04 A−3/2 F, (29)

where

F ≡ fr f −1
u fρ fb,0.05 fρ̄,0.17(1 − 3ũs)

−1. (30)

The cooling function as computed by Sutherland & Dopita (1993)
can be crudely approximated in the range 0.1 < T 6 < 10 by

�−22 � 0.12 Z 0.7
0.03 T −1

6 + 0.02 T 1/2
6 , (31)

where Z 0.03 ≡ Z/0.03, with Z in solar units. The above expression is
valid for −2.5 � log Z � 0, and at lower metallicities the value of �

is practically the same as for log Z = − 2.5. This fit is good near T 6

∼ 1 for all values of Z. The first term refers to atomic cooling, while
the second term is due to bremsstrahlung. For an approximation
relevant in haloes near M shock we ignore the bremsstrahlung term,
which becomes noticeable only at higher temperatures. One can
then obtain in equation (29) an analytic estimate for the critical
temperature:

T6 � 0.36 A−3/4
(

Z 0.7
0.03 F

)1/2
. (32)

Using equations (15) and (28), with |u0| = V v just outside the
virial radius, we then obtain for the critical velocity and mass

V100 � 1.62A−3/8
(

Z 0.7
0.03 F

)1/4
f −1
u (1 + ũs)

−1 , (33)

M11 � 25.9A3/8
(

Z 0.7
0.03 F

)3/4
f −3
u (1 + ũs)

−3. (34)

A comment regarding the ũs dependence of our results. The crit-
ical temperature depends on the shock velocity ũs via F, T ∝
(1−3ũs)−1/2, reflecting the ũs dependence of tcomp. The critical tem-
perature is thus monotonically increasing with ũs. An additional ũs

dependence enters when the temperature is translated to a critical
virial velocity using the jump condition, V ∝ (1 + ũs)−1T 1/2, and
then to a critical mass, M ∝ (1 + ũs)−3T 3/2. For a slowly moving
shock, ũs � 1/3, the combined ũs dependence of the critical mass
is M ∝ [1+(9/4)ũs](1−3ũs) � 1−(3/4)ũs – a decreasing function
of ũs. This means that at a given radius in a halo of a given mass,
when everything else is equal, a slowly expanding shock is actually
more stable than a shock at rest. For example, if the shock is expand-
ing with ũs = 1/7 rather than ũs = 0, the critical mass is smaller by
about 24 per cent. However, recall that stability is harder to achieve
when the shock is expanding relatively fast, and the compression
completely vanishes if ũs � 1/3 (Section 2.3.4).

For actual crude estimates of the critical scales at z = 0, we assume
fb,0.05 � fρ̄,0.17 � 1. For a shock at the virial radius, fr = fu =
f ρ = 1, we assume Z 0 � 0.03 and ũs � 1/7, and obtain

T6 � 0.5, V100 � 1.6, M11 � 26. (35)

At an inner radius closer to the disc vicinity, say fr = 0.1, we
estimate fu � 2.5 and f ρ � 100 (Section 3.5). Assuming Z 0 � 0.1
and ũs � 0, we obtain

T6 � 1.1, V100 � 1.1, M11 � 8.8. (36)

We see that for a shock at r ∼ 0.1Rv, the expected critical mass is
smaller than at Rv, somewhat below ∼1012 M�.

The above estimates are useful for exploring the qualitative depen-
dences of the critical values on redshift, metallicity and gas fraction.
For example, in equation (34), the explicit redshift dependence and
the decrease of metallicity with redshift tend to lower the critical
mass towards higher z. On the other hand, the decrease of halo con-
centration with z (i.e. increase of fρ̄,0.17), and the possible increase
of the effective gas fraction with z (Section 6), tend to push the
critical mass up at higher z.

3.7 More accurate estimates

We now obtain a better estimate of the critical temperature (and then
critical mass and virial velocity) by solving equation (29) using the
exact cooling function of SD93 and adopting specific models for
the time evolution of metallicity and halo structure. The results are
presented graphically.

The baryon density is computed assuming an NFW profile whose
concentration evolves in time as in equation (22). The effective frac-
tion of cold gas is assumed to be f b = 0.05, motivated by best fits
of SAMs to the Milky Way (Klypin, Zhao & Somerville 2002)
and by fitting the �CDM halo mass function to the observed lu-
minosity function near L∗ (Bell et al. 2003a). The metallicity evo-
lution is parametrized as in equation (25) with s = 0.17 for to-
day’s metallicities in the range Z 0 = 0.03–0.3. Upper and lower
estimates for the critical scales are evaluated at the virial radius
and at r = 0.1Rv, respectively, using the crude estimates of Sec-
tion 3.5. In the following figures the shock is assumed to be at
rest, u s = 0.

Fig. 2 shows the critical mass as a function of redshift. At a typical
inner halo radius, r = 0.1 Rv, we plot the curves for three different
current metallicities: Z 0 = 0.03, 0.1, 0.3. The critical halo mass,
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Figure 2. Critical shock-heating halo mass as a function of redshift. The
three solid (red) curves refer to a shock at the inner halo, r = 0.1 Rv, with
different metallicities as indicated; the middle curve (Z 0 = 0.1) is our best
estimate. The dash–dotted (magenta) curve refers to a shock at the virial
radius with Z 0 = 0.03. The other parameters used are: f b = 0.05, u s = 0,
s = 0.17 (see text). Shown for comparison (short dash, blue) are the Press–
Schechter estimates of the forming halo masses, corresponding to 1σ (M ∗)
and 2σ , where the fractions of total mass in more massive haloes are 22 and
4.7 per cent, respectively. Also shown is the critical mass for SN feedback
discussed in Section 5 (long dash, green).

for Z 0 = 0.1, is �6 × 1011 M� quite independent of redshift. The
uncertain metallicity introduces a scatter by a factor of 2 up and
down (for z < 2.5).

An upper limit of ∼2 × 1012 M� is obtained for a shock at Rv

when a correspondingly low metallicity is assumed, Z 0 = 0.03.
When the assumption of ũs � 0 is replaced by ũs � 1/7, allowing
the shock to expand with the virial radius as seen in Fig. 1(a), the
critical mass at Rv with Z0 = 0.03 becomes comparable to that at
0.1 Rv with Z0 = 0.3.

Figure 3. Same as Fig. 2 but for the corresponding halo virial velocity.

Figure 4. Critical shock-heating halo mass as a function of metallicity at
redshift z = 0. The solid (red) curve refers to a shock at the inner halo,
r = 0.1 Rv. The dash–dotted (magenta) curve refers to a shock at the virial
radius.

Fig. 3 shows the corresponding virial velocity. At z=0, the critical
virial velocity for a shock in the inner halo is ∼120 km s−1, with a
±30 km s−1 scatter due to metallicity. The critical virial velocity
increases monotonically with redshift, to ∼200 km s−1 near z ∼ 3
(a crude fit to the redshift dependence is V v = 120 + 28z).

The dependence on metallicity at z=0 is highlighted in Fig. 4. The
metallicity enters strongly through the cooling function�(T , Z). The
critical mass grows roughly like Z 1/2, as predicted in equation (34),
so it spans about an order of magnitude over the whole metallicity
range.

The analytic estimates of equations (33) and (34), based on the
approximate cooling function, turn out to provide good estimates
in most cases, and can therefore be used for extending the results
analytically to any desired choice of the relevant parameters.

We learn that the critical halo mass for shock stability at the disc
vicinity, M shock(r disc), is somewhat smaller than for a shock at the
virial radius, M shock(Rv). This result is robust: it is true even if the
metallicity at the virial radius is smaller by an order of magnitude
than the metallicity at the disc, and even when ũs at Rv is as large as
1/7. This means that as the halo is growing in mass, the conditions
for a stable shock develop first in the inner halo and somewhat later
in the outer halo. Thus, in haloes of mass M < M shock(r disc), we
expect cold flows with no shock heating throughout the halo. In
the other extreme of haloes of mass M >M shock(Rv), we expect
shock heating of most of the gas by a shock near the virial radius.
In haloes of mass in the narrow intermediate range M shock(r disc) <

M < M shock(Rv), we expect shock heating somewhere inside the
halo, preventing most of the gas from falling in and giving rise to a
hot medium. This predicted mass range, of a factor of 2–3 in mass,
is consistent with the range of transition from all cold to mostly hot
seen in cosmological simulations (Section 4).

Also shown in Fig. 2 are the typical masses of haloes forming at
different redshifts, the 1σ (termed M∗) and 2σ halo masses accord-
ing to the Press–Schechter formalism, equation (A18). According
to the improved Sheth–Tormen version, the corresponding fractions
of the total mass encompassed in haloes exceeding the mass M are
22 and 4.7 per cent, respectively. One can see in Fig. 2 that M shock

coincides with M ∗ at z ∼ 1, and with the 2σ mass at z ∼ 3.4. By
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10 A. Dekel and Y. Birnboim

z ∼ 2, say, most of the forming haloes are significantly less massive
than M shock. When embedded in a large-scale high σ -density peak,
the distribution of forming haloes at a given z may shift towards more
massive haloes. In fact, the most massive halo in a volume of co-
moving size ∼100 Mpc is likely to be more massive than 1012 M�
at all relevant redshifts (z < 6, say). Nevertheless, the qualitative
result concerning the majority of the haloes remains valid. We con-
clude that in the vast majority of forming galaxies the gas has never
been shock heated to the virial temperature – it rather flows cold all
the way to the disc vicinity.

We note that the values obtained for M shock at low redshifts are
compatible with the observed bimodality/transition scale summa-
rized in Section 1. The estimates in the inner halo, using the lower
and upper limits for Z0, indeed border the observed characteristic
halo mass of ∼6 × 1011 M�. The upper-limit estimate at Rv corre-
sponds to a halo mass similar to that of the Milky Way.

4 C O L D S T R E A M S I N H OT H A L O E S

4.1 Cosmological simulations

Cosmological hydro simulations indicate that the phenomenon of
cold flows is a general phenomenon not restricted to spherical sym-
metry. Fig. 5 displays snapshots of an Eulerian simulation from
Birnboim et al. (in preparation).4 Shown are maps of gas temper-
ature in two epochs in the evolution of a protogalaxy: one at z �
4, when the halo is already relative massive, and the other at z �
9, when the halo is still rather small. While the more massive halo,
near the critical scale, shows a hot gas component near the virial
temperature behind a virial shock, the smaller halo shows only cold
flows inside the virial radius.

Similar results have been obtained earlier from smoothed particle
hydrodynamics (SPH) simulations by Fardal et al. (2001), who em-
phasized the feeding of galaxies by cold flows preferentially at early
epochs. Based on our spherical analysis, we understand that this
redshift dependence mostly reflects the smaller masses of haloes at
higher redshifts. Kereš et al. (2005) have analysed similar SPH sim-
ulations and presented the case for the two modes of infall, cold and
hot, in more detail.5 For example, in their figs 1 and 2 they demon-
strate the two-mode phenomenon very convincingly by showing the
distribution of particles and their trajectories in temperature–density
diagrams. Their most informative fig. 6 shows the fractions of cold
and hot infall as a function of halo mass at different redshifts. For all
haloes of masses below a critical mass the infall is predominantly
cold. Near the critical mass there is a relatively sharp transition into
a hot mode, which becomes dominant above the critical mass. The
transition from 100 per cent cold to more then 50 per cent hot occurs
across a range of only a factor ∼2 in halo mass. In this simulation,
where zero metallicity is assumed, the transition mass is M ∼ 3 ×
1011 M� at all redshifts in the range 0–3. A similar transition as a
function of halo mass, and the constancy of the critical mass as a
function of redshift, are both reproduced in the Eulerian cosmolog-
ical simulations studies in Birnboim et al. (in preparation).

The spherical simulations described above (Section 2.1), and the
corresponding analytic analysis (Sections 2 and 3), yield very sim-

4 A description of the simulation technique can be found in Kravtsov (2003),
where it was used for other purposes.
5 The hot phase becomes an ‘infalling’ mode in this simulation after the gas
cools, but in reality it may be kept hot and be prevented from falling in by
feedback effects, Section 5.

Figure 5. Snapshots from a cosmological hydrodynamical simulation (Birn-
boim et al. in preparation) showing the gas temperature in a slice of a pro-
togalaxy at two different epochs, when it has two different masses. The
temperature is relative to the virial temperature of the halo at that time. The
side of each slice is scaled to be 3Rv (numbers in comoving h−1 Mpc). Top:
At z � 4, when the halo is already relatively massive, M � 3 × 1011 M�.
Much of the gas is heated by a strong shock near the virial radius (white
circle). Cold streams penetrate through the hot medium deep into the halo.
Bottom: At z � 9, when the halo is still small, M � 2 × 1010 M�. The gas
flows in cold (T � T v), showing no evidence for shock heating inside the
virial radius (circle).

ilar results. In fact, our analytic predictions for the case of zero
metallicity match the critical mass measured by Kereš et al. (2005)
remarkably well.

The stability criterion derived in the spherical case turns out to
be valid locally in the cosmological simulations where the non-
spherical features are pronounced. Birnboim et al. (in preparation)
use this criterion to identify the cold streams and hot media in the
simulations without explicit information concerning the presence or
absence of actual shocks. When testing the criterion in these simu-
lations, in which the hot and cold phases may be present in the same
halo, the local gas properties at each position is first transformed to
post-shock quantities, as if there was a shock there, and the stability
is evaluated based on the derived value of γ eff there. The resul-
tant maps of γ eff resemble quite well the temperature maps of the
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Figure 6. A snapshot from a cosmological hydrodynamical simulation
(Zinger et al. in preparation) showing the gas density of the cold flows
(T < 104.5 K, ρ > 10−26.3 g cm−3) within the virial radius of the same mas-
sive galaxy shown in Fig. 5 at z = 4. The cold phase is filamentary. In the
outer radii, the gas filaments tend to ride on the large-scale DM filaments
feeding the halo. About half the mass of the cold phase is in dense clumps.

actual simulation. This demonstrates that the wisdom gained by the
spherical analysis is applicable in the general case.

4.2 Filaments in the simulations

The cosmological simulation of Fig. 5 also reveal that massive
haloes at high redshift can have cold streams embedded in the hot
medium. While the hot medium is rather spherical, the cold flows are
filamentary and sometimes clumpy. Fig. 6 highlights the filamen-
tary nature of the cold gas in the same big halo. This phenomenon is
consistent with the findings of Kereš et al. (2005) that the cold mode
may in some cases coexist with the hot mode even above M shock, es-
pecially at z > 2 (their fig. 6) and preferentially in relatively isolated
galaxies. We wish to understand the origin of this phenomenon, and
learn about its dependence on cosmological time.

The simulation results of Kereš et al. (2005) provide several ad-
ditional relevant clues. First, their figs 17 and 18 indicate that the
cold infall indeed tends to be filamentary, especially at high red-
shifts, while the hot mode is more spherical. They report that the
directional signal measuring filamentary infall in the cold accretion
mode is stronger for haloes above M shock while the infall is more
isotropic below it.

Secondly, Kereš et al. (2005) display in their fig. 13 the environ-
ment dependence of the gas-infalling modes, showing that the cold
and hot modes dominate at low and high neighbourhood densities,
respectively. We learn from this figure that at z < 2 the cold mode
dominates for galaxy densities below ngal ∼0.3 (h−1 Mpc)−3 and be-
comes negligible at larger environment densities, while at z = 3 the
cold mode is more pronounced than the hot mode for all neighbour-
hood densities up to ngal ∼ 10 (h−1 Mpc)−3. The correlation between
the environment density and the host halo mass implies that this z
variation of the environment dependence could be partly attributed
to the finding of a significant residual cold mode in massive haloes
at high z (e.g. their fig. 6).

Thirdly, Kereš et al. (2005) show in their fig. 16 that the cold
accretion is on average of higher density than the hot mode. This is by

only a factor of∼2 (probably underestimated because they mix small
and large haloes), but since the shock is responsible for a density
increase by a factor of 4, the actual overdensity of the hypothetical
post-shock (or pre-shock) gas is more like ∼8. Similarly, Nagai
& Kravtsov (2003) find in their simulation of a massive halo that
the filamentary structure is associated with gas entropy (∝ T /ρ2/3)
far below that of the surrounding halo gas. In the high-resolution
simulation shown in Fig. 6, we find that the density in the cold
streams is actually higher than the surrounding gas density by two
orders of magnitude or more. The higher gas density in the filaments
is associated with a more efficient cooling which prevents a shock
from forming along the filaments (Section 2).

We find that the cold gas filaments at the halo outskirts are strongly
correlated with the DM filaments that feed this halo (reported in de-
tail in Seleson & Dekel in preparation). These filaments are part
of the large-scale cosmic web. They enter massive haloes at high
redshift as narrow streams with a density higher than the halo aver-
age by a factor of a few. The initial overdensity of the gas flowing
along the DM filaments scales with the DM density, while its inflow
velocity is comparable to the halo virial velocity. As a result, the
initial cooling time in the thin filaments is shorter by a factor of a
few than in the surrounding spherical halo, while the compression
time is comparable in the filaments and the host halo. Equation (7)
then implies that the thin filaments have a harder time supporting a
stable shock. The gas filaments remain cold, and become denser as
the stream penetrates through the hot medium into the halo centre.
The result is that in massive haloes at high redshift the critical halo
mass for shock heating in the filaments feeding them is larger than
the estimate for a spherical virial shock derived in Section 3. We
provide below a crude estimate for this revised critical mass.

4.3 Interplay with the clustering scale

What is the reason for the appearance of cold streams in massive
haloes above M shock at high z? First, recall that there is another char-
acteristic scale in the problem – the scale of non-linear clustering
M ∗, determined by the shape and amplitude of the initial fluctua-
tion power spectrum and its growth rate. The masses for 1σ haloes
(M ∗) and 2σ haloes, based on equation (A18) with ν = 1 and 2,
respectively, are shown again in Fig. 7. We note that M shock ∼ M ∗
at z � 1, while M shock � M ∗ at z > 2. This means that ∼1012 M�
haloes are typical at z < 1 but they are the highest rare peaks at
z > 2. We argue that this is responsible for the difference in the cold-
filament behaviour of M � M shock haloes in the two epochs. Since
the large-scale structure of DM is roughly self-similar in time (when
measured in terms of M∗ and the background universal density), we
can learn about the difference between typical and rare haloes by
comparing M ∼ M ∗ and M � M ∗ haloes in a single simulation
snapshot. One can see in any high-resolution cosmological N-body
simulation (e.g. the ‘Millennium Run’, visualized in www.mpa-
garching.mpg.de/galform/millennium) that the rare massive haloes
tend to be nodes fed by a few intersecting relatively narrow fila-
ments which are denser than the virial density of these haloes. On
the other hand, a typical M ∗ halo is commonly embedded in a sin-
gle filament of the cosmic web, and this halo thus sees a wide-angle
inflow pattern in which the matter density is comparable to the virial
density [this is quantified in Seleson & Dekel (in preparation)]. This
explains why �1012 M� haloes are fed by narrow dense streams at
z > 2 but not at z < 1.

A crude way to estimate the maximum halo mass for cold streams
at a given redshift is as follows. Recall that the critical ratio for shock
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Figure 7. Cold streams and shock-heated medium as a function of halo mass
and redshift. The nearly horizontal curve is the typical threshold mass for a
stable shock in the spherical infall from Fig. 2, below which the flows are
predominantly cold and above which a shock-heated medium is present. The
inclined solid curve is the upper limit for cold streams from equation (40)
with f = 3; this upper limit is valid at redshifts higher than zcrit ∼ 1–2,
defined by M shock > fM∗. The hot medium in M > M shock haloes at z >zcrit

hosts cold streams which allow disc growth and star formation, while haloes
of a similar mass at z < zcrit are all hot, shutting off gas supply and star
formation.

stability (equation 17) scales roughly like

tcool

tcomp
∝ ρ−1T �−1

RV −1
, (37)

with T , R and V the halo virial quantities and ρ the gas density. At a
given epoch, the typical halo ρ and R/V are roughly independent of
halo mass (based on the definition of the virial radius), so with the
virial relation T ∝ M2/3, and approximating the cooling function
with � ∝ T −1 (equation 31), the critical ratio for spherical infall in
virialized haloes is(

tcool

tcomp

)
halo

=
(

M
Mshock

)4/3

. (38)

The analogous critical ratio in the dense streams inside a halo of
mass M, assuming that RV−1 in the streams is the same as in the halo,
is inversely proportional to the density enhancement ρ stream/ρ halo

(equation 37). Our estimates from N-body simulations indicate that
ρ stream/ρ vir ∼ (fM∗/M)−2/3 with f ∼3 (Seleson & Dekel in prepa-
ration). With equation (37) one obtains(

tcool

tcomp

)
stream

=
(

f M∗
M

)2/3 (
M

Mshock

)4/3

. (39)

For this ratio to equal unity in the streams, the critical halo mass is

Mstream ∼ Mshock

f M∗
Mshock, f M∗ < Mshock. (40)

This maximum mass for cold streams is shown in Fig. 7. At low z,
where fM∗ > M shock, cold streams exist only for M < M shock. At
high z, where fM∗ < M shock, cold streams appear even in M >M shock

haloes where shocks heat part of the gas, as long as M < M stream.
The critical redshift zcrit separating these two regimes is defined by

f M∗(zcrit) = Mshock. (41)

This scenario is consistent with the cosmological hydrodynam-
ical simulations. The shock-heating mass explains the transition
from cold to hot at a given mass roughly independent of z, and the
presence of cold streams above M shock at z > z crit explains the de-
pendence of the cold mode on redshift and environment. Besides
its dependence on halo mass, the environment effect (e.g. Kereš
et al. 2005) may also be due to the survivability of cold streams in
different environments. While streams could survive unperturbed
in relatively isolated galaxies, they are likely to be harassed by the
active intergalactic environment in dense groups. The environment
dependence may therefore also reflect variations in the HOD at a
given halo mass. The properties of cold flows in haloes as a function
of halo mass, redshift and grouping deserve a detailed analysis using
high-resolution cosmological hydro simulations.

5 F E E D BAC K A N D L O N G - T E R M S H U T D OW N

Once the halo gas is shock heated in massive haloes, what is the
process that keeps it hot and maintains the shutdown required by
the bimodality? Is it also responsible for the rise of M/L with mass
above M s,crit (and the absence of cooling flows in clusters)? Several
feedback mechanisms can heat the gas. We suggest that they have
a minimum effectiveness in haloes ∼M shock. This can be largely
induced by the shock heating itself, and in turn it can amplify the
bimodality features. Some of the feedback mechanisms are limited
to smaller haloes, while others, such as AGN feedback, are likely to
be important in more massive haloes. The latter can be triggered by
the shock heating and then help maintaining the gas hot for a long
time.

5.1 Below the shock-heating scale

(i) Supernova feedback. Based on the physics of supernova
(SN) remnants, the energy fed to the gas in haloes of T ∼ 105 K is
proportional to the stellar mass despite significant radiative losses
(Dekel & Silk 1986). When compared to the energy required for
significantly heating the gas, one obtains a maximum halo virial
velocity for SN feedback, V SN � 120 km s−1. This is only weakly
dependent on the gas fraction, density or metallicity (Dekel & Silk
1986, equation 49), and is therefore insensitive to redshift. Only
in potential wells shallower than V SN can the SN feedback signifi-
cantly suppress further star formation and regulate the process. Fig. 3
shows V SN and Fig. 2 shows the corresponding mass versus redshift.
With an effective f b ∼ 0.05, the corresponding stellar mass at z =
0 is ∼3.5 × 1010 M�, practically coinciding with the bimodality
scale. The similarity of the SN and shock-heating scales is partly a
coincidence, because the nuclear origin of the initial SN energy has
little to do with galactic cooling or dynamics. However, there is an
obvious similarity in the cooling processes and in the asymptotic
behaviour of an SN remnant, which is not a strong function of its
initial energy. The distinct correlations between the properties of
galaxies below M s,crit indeed point at SN feedback as its primary
driver. These correlations define a ‘fundamental line’, V ∝ M0.2

s ,
Z ∝ M0.4

s , μ ∝ M0.6
s , where μ is surface brightness (Kauffmann

et al. 2003b; Tremonti et al. 2004). SN feedback can explain the
origin of the fundamental line (Dekel & Woo 2003) based on (1) the
above energy criterion, which implies M s/M ∝ V 2; (2) the virial
relations (equation A6); (3) the instantaneous recycling approxima-
tion, Z ∝ M s/M gas and (4) angular momentum conservation, R∗ ∝
λR, with λ a constant spin parameter (Fall & Efstathiou 1980).

(ii) UV-on-dust feedback. Also working below M shock are
momentum-driven winds due to radiation pressure on dust grains,
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arising from the continuum absorption and scattering of ultravio-
let (UV) photons emitted by starbursts or AGNs Murray, Quataert
& Thompson (2005). The dust survives and can provide sufficient
optical depth if the gas is cold and dense, e.g. in the cold flows
below M shock, which can also provide the starbursts responsible for
the required UV flux and metals. Since dust grains cannot survive
above ∼106 K, M shock imposes an upper bound for this feedback.

(iii) Photoionization feedback. The UV radiation from stars
and AGNs ionizes most of the gas after z ∼ 10 (Bullock, Kravtsov
& Weinberg 2000; Loeb & Barkana 2001), heats it to �104 K and
prevents it from falling into haloes below the Jeans scale V v ∼
30 km s−1 (Gnedin 2000). As the ionization persists for cosmolog-
ical epochs, the hot gas evaporates via steady winds from haloes
smaller than a similar scale (Shaviv & Dekel 2003). While this is
important in dwarf galaxies, it cannot be very relevant to the bi-
modality at M shock.

5.2 Above the shock-heating scale

(i) AGN feedback. The fact that AGNs exist preferentially in
haloes above Mcrit may be due to a lower limit for haloes hosting
black holes (Koushiappas, Bullock & Dekel 2004), to starvation of
AGNs by SN feedback in haloes below Mcrit, or to another reason.
The power emitted from AGNs, e.g. in their radio jets, seems to be
more than necessary for keeping the gas hot. Given a black hole
mass M BH ∼107 M� V 4

100 in a galaxy of velocity dispersion V , and
assuming that a fraction ε of this mass is radiated away, the ratio of
energies is E AGN/E gas ∼ 7 ×103 ε f −1

b,0.05 V −1
100. For ε > 10−3, there

seems to be enough AGN energy for affecting most of the halo
gas. If this energy is released during relatively quiet, long phases
of self-regulated AGN activity, it can keep the gas hot. However,
black hole physics does not seem to explain the characteristic scale
of bimodality. Furthermore, had the energy ratio been a measure of
feedback effectiveness, it would have implied a decline with mass,
in conflict with the trend of M/L.

The shock heating of the gas into a dilute medium is likely to make
it vulnerable to heating and pushing by the central energy source,
thus providing the trigger for effective AGN feedback. Simulations
of winds in a two-phase medium demonstrate that the dilute phase is
pushed away while the dense clouds are hardly affected (Slyz et al.
2005). This behaviour is likely to be generic, though the mechanism
by which the energy released near the black hole is spread in the
halo gas is an open issue (Ruszkowski, Bruggen & Begelman 2004;
Scannapieco & Oh 2004). If so, the feedback efficiency may be
driven by the relative fraction of hot gas rather than the actual AGN
energy. Fig. 6 of Keres et al. (2004) shows that the hot fraction varies
roughly ∝M1/2, implying M/L ∝ M1/2 near and above M shock, in
qualitative agreement with the observed trend (Section 1, item k).
In this scenario, the shutdown scale arises naturally from the shock
heating.

(ii) Two-phase medium. Given that the cooling function peaks
near �104 K, the virialized gas at �106 K develops a two-phase
medium, with cold, dense clouds pressure confined within the hot,
dilute medium (Field 1965; Fall & Rees 1985). The cloud sizes and
evolution are affected by thermal conductivity and dynamical pro-
cesses (Voigt & Fabian 2004). This can help explaining the bright-
end truncation of the blue sequence (Maller & Bullock 2004). Some
of the gas is locked in the orbiting clouds and the density ρ hot of the
hot gas is reduced, slowing the cooling and the infall. Approximat-
ing equation (17) with t cool/t comp ∝ ρ−1T 2

v, and recalling that T v

∝ M2/3
v , the longer cooling time makes the critical mass for further

shock heating (t cool/t comp ∼ 1) smaller by a similar factor, M shock ∝

Figure 8. The ‘strength’ of the various feedback processes at z = 0, e.g. re-
ferring to the fraction of the initial gas that has been heated or removed
(schematic). Different feedback processes are effective below and above the
critical shock-heating scale �1012 M�, and the feedback efficiency is at a
minimum near this scale, giving rise to a minimum in M/L there.

ρ
3/4
hot , namely it enhances the shock stability. The gas may be kept hot

over longer periods by repeating shocks due to continuous accretion
into the halo, which may alleviate the need for AGN feedback. Still,
a necessary condition for hot gas is the initial shock heating, i.e.
being in a halo above M shock.

(iii) Dynamical-friction feedback. Another heating source is
the dynamical friction acting on galaxies in a halo core. The energy
transferred is comparable to that required for preventing cooling
flows in cluster centres (El-Zant, Kim & Kamionkowski 2004b).
The gas response to dynamical friction, unlike the DM response,
has a sharp peak near a Mach number of unity (Ostriker 1999, fig.
3), namely when the gas is heated to near the virial temperature in
M > M shock haloes and not in smaller haloes hosting cooler gas. As
groups occur above a critical halo mass that roughly coincides with
M shock at z � 1, this feedback appears almost simultaneously with
the hot medium, which then serves as the vulnerable victim of the
same feedback (as for AGN feedback).

Fig. 8 is an illustration of the strength of the different feedback
processes, referring to the gas fraction that could have been heated at
z ∼ 0. The figure highlights the fact that different processes dominate
below and above M shock � 1012 M�. The transition from cold to hot
infall has a crucial role in determining the feedback efficiencies near
the critical mass; it induces a minimum in feedback efficiency at a
critical scale M fdbk ∼M shock and drives the shapes of the curves
about this minimum. At higher redshifts this minimum becomes
wider and deeper but centred on a similar critical mass.

6 T H E O R I G I N O F B I M O DA L I T Y

6.1 A scenario from the assumed ingredients

We propose that the cold flows and shock heating play a key role
in producing the observed bimodality features. These features are
emphasized by the similarity between the scales associated with
shock heating, feedback and clustering. Based on our current un-
derstanding of these physical processes, we assume the validity of
the following.

(i) A new mode of star formation. The collisions of the (partly
clumpy) cold streams with each other and with the inner disc are
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assumed to produce starbursts, analogous to collisions of cold
gaseous discs or clouds. These collisions are expected to produce
isothermal shocks, behind which the rapid cooling generates dense,
cold slabs where the Jeans mass is small. While the details are yet
to be worked out, we assume that such a mode of star formation
may be responsible for much of the stars in the universe. In some
cases, this can be an enhanced quiescent mode, leaving the disc
intact without producing a big spheroid, an in other cases it may
resemble the starbursts associated with mergers.

(ii) Hot forever. Once the gas in a massive halo is shock heated
to near the virial temperature, it is assumed to be hot forever. This is
based on the slow cooling time of the dilute hot medium and its vul-
nerability to AGN feedback, while cold, dense clouds and streams
could be better shielded against winds and ionizing radiation. The
shock heating is thus assumed to trigger a shutdown of all modes
of star formation in haloes where cold streams do not prevail.

(iii) Cold streams in a hot medium. Cold streams in haloes
above M shock (Section 4) are assumed to supply cold gas for further
disc growth and star formation, preferentially before z crit ∼ 2 and in
isolated galaxies. After zcrit, especially in groups, cold streams are
suppressed and a complete shutdown of star formation is assumed
to follow.

The bimodality in colour (or stellar age or SFR) versus mass, the
correlation with the environment and the evolution with redshift,
all emerge naturally from the early efficient star formation followed
after z ∼ 2 by the abrupt shutdown in haloes above M shock, which
typically host groups. This is illustrated in Fig. 9.

(i) The blue sequence. It is dominated by galaxies in haloes
below M shock, as they grow by accretion/mergers. Cold flows lead
to early disc growth and star formation, which is regulated by SN
feedback over cosmological times. Galaxies can get very blue be-
cause of repeating starbursts due to the clumpy gas supply and the
interplay between infall, starburst and outflow.

(ii) Bright blue extension. Some galaxies continue to be fed by
cold streams even when they are more massive than M shock, extend-
ing the blue sequence beyond L∗. This occurs especially at z > z crit ∼
2, when the streams feeding high-σ haloes are relatively narrow and
dense, resulting in massive starbursts.

(iii) The red sequence. Once a halo is more massive than M shock,
halo gas is shock heated; it becomes dilute and vulnerable to AGN
feedback. At z < z crit, where cold streams are suppressed, gas supply
from the host halo shuts off, preventing any further growth of discs
and star formation. If residual cold gas has been consumed in earlier
mergers, there is a total shutdown of all modes of star formation
above M shock, allowing the stellar population to passively turn ‘red
and dead’ into the red sequence. The massive tip of the blue sequence
at z > z crit becomes the massive tip of the red sequence at z < z crit,
explaining the bright-end truncation of the blue sequence at low z,
and the appearance of brighter, very red galaxies already at z ∼ 1.
Subsequent growth along the red sequence is induced by gas-poor
mergers uncontaminated by new blue stars.

(iv) Faint red extension. When colour is plotted against stellar
mass, the bimodality extends to smaller galaxies which are typically
satellites of the central galaxies in common haloes. In haloes below
M shock, accretion on to satellite galaxies can keep them on the blue
sequence for a while. In haloes above M shock, where gas supply stops
and the environment density is high, the satellites too become red
and dead.

In an associated paper (Cattaneo et al. 2006, hereafter C05) we
have implemented the proposed new physics in a hybrid SAM/N-

Figure 9. Schematic illustration of the origin of the bimodality in colour
(or SFR or stellar age) as a function of halo mass. At z > 2 (top), continuous
gas supply, regulated by SN feedback, makes the galaxies evolve along the
blue sequence, which extends beyond the shock-heating mass due to cold
streams in hot media. At z < 1 (middle), in the absence of cold streams above
M shock, the shock-heated gas is kept hot by AGN feedback, gas supply and
star formation shut down, and the stellar population passively turns red and
dead. Gas-poor mergers stretch the red sequence towards larger masses.
When the halo mass is replaced by stellar mass (bottom), the red sequence
is stretched towards small stellar masses due to satellite galaxies sharing a
common halo. The colour is correlated with the environment density via the
halo mass, with the minimum group mass being comparable to M shock.

body simulation (GalICS; Hatton et al. 2003). The main new ingre-
dient is a shutdown in gas cooling and star formation above M shock

∼ 1012 M� after z crit ∼ 3, while allowing for efficient star for-
mation by cold streams in more massive haloes prior to zcrit. The
revision yields excellent fits to the observed features at low and
high redshifts (C05). Fig. 10 shows one example of the results –
colour–magnitude diagrams which demonstrate the success of this
model along the lines envisioned in Fig. 9. The top panel highlights
the main deficiencies of the ‘standard’ model at z = 0: an excess
of bright blue galaxies accompanied by a shortage of red-enough
galaxies compared to the SDSS data (Baldry et al. 2004). The ‘new’
model puts the blue and red sequences where they should be at
z = 0, with a proper truncation at the bright-blue end and appropri-
ately red colours in the red sequence. The z = 3 diagram shows the
predicted bright blue galaxies (which were absent in the ‘standard’
model, C05). The colours distinguish between galaxies in haloes
below (blue) and above 2 × 1012 M�, comparable to the mass sep-
arating haloes hosting field galaxies and groups. This indicates that
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Figure 10. Colour–magnitude diagrams from a hybrid semi-analytic/N-
body simulation (C05) demonstrating the success of the proposed scenario
in reproducing the main bimodality features along the lines of Fig. 9. Top:
Based on the ‘standard’ version of the GalICS SAM. Middle: The result
of incorporating a shutdown in star formation above M shock ∼ 1012 M�
after zcrit ∼ 3, and allowing for star formation even in >M shock haloes prior
to zcrit. Bottom: Same at z = 3. Blue dots refer to galaxies in haloes below
M shock, while red and green dots are galaxies in haloes above M shock, central
and satellite galaxies, respectively. The halo mass correlates with number
density in the environment. Contours mark number density of galaxies in
the diagram. The colour curves mark the main bodies of the blue and red
sequences in the SDSS data (Baldry et al. 2004).

the model recovers the correlation between colour and environment
density. It also recovers the bimodality in bulge-to-disc ratio (C05).

6.2 Origin of observed features

The colour–magnitude bimodality emerges from the colour–mass
bimodality lying at the basis of the model. The red satellites extend
the luminosity range over which the blue and red sequences coexist
and highlight the gap in colour. This gap is amplified because the
galaxies making the transition into the red sequence once their haloes
become >M shock tend to be the merger remnants with big bulges and
AGNs from the red tip of the blue sequence.

The correlated bimodality in bulge-to-disc ratio can be under-
stood in the scenario where most of the big spheroids in the red

sequence are passively aged galaxies that have grown massive stel-
lar components already in the blue sequence (C05). The transition to
the red sequence is likely to be made by galaxies with big spheroids
because (1) they have consumed their gas in the same mergers that
produced the spheroids, (2) these mergers tend to occur in big haloes
hosting groups where shock heating stops the gas supply and (3)
these spheroids contain massive black holes that can keep the gas hot.

The strong anticorrelation of SFR (and blue colour) with the num-
ber density in the environment is a natural outcome of the mass
dependence. The key is that the minimum halo mass for groups
at ∼1012 M� is comparable to M shock at z � 1. The strong de-
pendence of cold gas supply on host halo mass can therefore be
responsible for the distinction between the SFR in field and clus-
tered galaxies (which is thus predicted to be limited to late times).
The galaxies dominating low-HOD haloes below M shock enjoy cold
gas supply leading to discs forming stars. The galaxies populat-
ing groups of subhaloes, typically in haloes above M shock at z �
1, suffered starvation of external gas supply and lost their internal
gas in mergers, thus stopped forming stars and passively evolved
to the red sequence. The faint end of the red sequence, which is
preferentially present in high environment densities, is due to the
starvation of satellite galaxies in the high-HOD haloes above M shock.
The model naturally predicts the secondary bimodality seen along
the red sequence (along the lines of Berlind et al. 2005).

The classic morphology–environment relation, traditionally at-
tributed to the correlation of merger rate with the environment, may
also be viewed as a result of the cold-flow phenomenon. New discs
are predicted to form only in haloes below M shock, namely in ‘field’
galaxies, and not in the group haloes above M shock. On the other hand,
the frequent major mergers in groups help build the big spheroids
preferentially there. The abrupt shutdown of star formation above
M shock makes the colour–environment correlation stronger than the
morphology–environment correlation.

The environment dependence highlights an interesting cross-talk
between the clustering and gas processes. The distinction between
haloes hosting a single dominant galaxy and haloes hosting groups
has traditionally been attributed to gas cooling on a dynamical time-
scale (Rees & Ostriker 1977). Our shock-stability analysis helps
quantifying this idea. However, it seems from N-body simulations
that the gravitational DM clustering process has a parallel role
(Kravtsov et al. 2004). The HOD of subhaloes develops a transition
from single to multiple occupancy near a comparable halo mass, as-
sociated with the current M∗. The HOD of subhaloes is similar to the
HOD of galaxies deduced from the observed correlation function
for galaxies (Section 1, item ix). One can conclude that in haloes
above ∼1012 M� the potential wells associated with the DM sub-
haloes provide the sites for the fragmented gas collapse on the scales
preferred by cooling, thus emphasizing this scale as the minimum
scale for groups. The coincidence between these scales is behind
the environment dependence of the bimodality features. We have
discussed above the other possible role of M∗ in the appearance of
cold filaments in hot haloes at high z (Section 4) and in some of the
feedback processes (Section 5).

The minimum in mean halo mass-to-light ratio M/L near
∼1011–12 M� can be attributed to the maximum in gas supply
near M shock dictated by the shock heating above this mass and the
associated minimum in feedback there (Fig. 8). While SN feedback
gets stronger towards smaller haloes, AGN feedback pumps energy
more effectively into the shock-heated medium in more massive
haloes. The ‘fundamental line’ due to SN feedback below M shock

corresponds to M/L ∝ M−2/3 (Dekel & Woo 2003), while the
transition from cold to hot infall indicates M/L ∝ M1/2 above
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M shock, in the ballpark of the findings from 2dF (Section 1, item k).
This settles the discrepancy between the halo mass function and the
galaxy luminosity function both below and above the bimodality
scale. Our model predicts a similar behaviour of M/L(M) at z ∼
1, to be revealed by spectroscopic surveys (such as the DEEP2/3
Madgwick et al. 2003a; Coil et al. 2004), which have already
confirmed the predicted invariance of the bimodality mass in this
redshift range (Fig. 7).

The massive starbursts at high z, primarily due to cold streams,
are helped by an increase in M shock itself. At high z, the upper bound
for SN feedback becomes �M shock (Fig. 2), allowing for a more
efficient gas accretion at �M shock. If f b is 0.13 instead of 0.05 at
z ∼ 3, the value of M shock doubles (equation 34). Another factor
proportional to f b enters when translating from halo to stellar mass,
yielding a total increase of ∼5 in the critical stellar mass at high z.
We thus expect a strong star formation activity at high z in galaxies
with stellar masses exceeding ∼1011 M�.

The global star formation history could be derived from the pre-
dicted SFR as a function of mass and redshift, convolved with the
time evolution of the halo mass function in the given cosmology.
With the prediction that haloes �M shock are the most efficient star
formers, and with the Press–Schechter estimate that haloes of such
a mass typically form at z ∼ 1 (Fig. 2), the star formation density
is predicted to peak near z ∼ 1, with a relatively flat behaviour to-
wards higher redshifts and a sharp drop towards lower redshifts, as
observed. In particular, the cumulative stellar density seems to stop
growing quite abruptly at z ∼ 1 (Dickinson et al. 2003), when the
typical forming haloes become larger than M shock and the cold flows
are suppressed. The growth of the hot fraction as a function of halo
mass (Kereš et al. 2005) can be translated to the drop in SFR after
z ∼ 1. The ‘downsizing’ of star formation in galaxies is also helped
by the shutdown of star formation above M shock while smaller galax-
ies can make stars also later, until they fall into bigger haloes.

7 D I S C U S S I O N : OT H E R I M P L I C AT I O N S

Possible implications on open issues in galaxy formation where
further study is desired are worth mentioning.

X-rays. The shock-heating scale may be detectable in soft X-
rays, as the lower limit for galaxies and groups containing hot halo
gas. In turn, the suppression of heating below M shock explains the
missing soft X-ray background (Pen 1999; Benson et al. 2000). We
predict a noticeable suppression of X-ray emission in the range 5 ×
105–2 × 106 K.

Lyα emission. The cold (∼104 K) flows may instead be an ef-
ficient source of Lyα radiation, possibly associated with observed
Lyα emitters at high redshift (Kurk et al. 2003). It has been ar-
gued based on SPH simulations (Fardal et al. 2001; Furlanetto et al.
2003) that the flows radiate their infalling energy mostly in Lyα

before they blend smoothly into the discs. Our Eulerian simulations
(Zinger et al. in preparation) indicate that the streams do eventually
shock in the inner halo. This produces X-ray, but, given the high
density there, the X-ray radiation is likely to be confined to an ion-
ized Strömgren sphere of a few kiloparsecs. This energy eventually
transforms into Lyα radiation, which could propagate out via ther-
mal broadening and systematic redshifts. A study involving radiative
transfer is required.

Damped Lyα systems. The possible association of massive cold
flows with DLAS (Prochaska et al. 2003) should be addressed in
cosmological simulations.

LIRGS. Cold flows may explain the massive starbursts associated
with LIRGs at z � 1 (Hammer et al. 2005). If half the stars in today’s

discs were formed in such LIRGs, and the majority of galaxies
today are fragile discs, than many of the LIRGs could not have been
produced by violent major mergers. The cold streams may provide a
less violent starburst mechanism not associated with the destruction
of discs. Simulations that properly incorporate cold streams should
be confronted with these data.

Angular momentum. The proposed scenario may set the stage
for solving the angular momentum puzzle – the overproduction of
low angular momentum spheroids in current cosmological simula-
tions (Navarro & Steinmetz 2000). The solution should involve the
removal of baryons with low angular momentum. In small galax-
ies, SN feedback can blow the gas away from their small building
blocks, which are otherwise the main source of low angular mo-
mentum via many minor mergers (Maller & Dekel 2002; Maller,
Dekel & Somerville 2002). In galaxies near M shock, we find from
cosmological simulations (Zinger et al. in preparation; see Fig. 6)
that the low angular momentum gas is typically associated with
the shock-heated medium, which can be prevented from cooling
by AGN feedback. The cold streams come from larger distances
with ∼50 per cent higher specific angular momentum, appropri-
ate for producing extended discs. The feedback effects, both below
and above the critical scale, have not been properly simulated yet
because of incomplete treatment of the microphysics.

Cold clouds. The formation of discs by a clumpy cold gas phase
may have the following implications. (1) It may explain the star-
bursts responsible for very blue galaxies. (2) It may help explaining
the bright-end truncation of the luminosity function (Section 5). (3)
The dynamical friction bringing the clouds into the disc transfers
energy into the halo, which may help explaining the discrepancy be-
tween the steep cusps predicted by N-body simulations and the flat
cores indicated by rotation curves in low-surface-brightness galax-
ies (Dekel et al. 2003a; Dekel, Devor & Hetzroni 2003b; El-Zant
et al. 2004a; Ma & Boylan-Kolchin 2004). (4) The same process
may lower the predicted maximum rotation velocity in discs at a
given luminosity, balancing the adiabatic contraction of the dark
halo, and thus repair the zero-point offset in models of the Tully–
Fisher relation (e.g. Klypin et al. 2002; Abadi et al. 2003; Dutton
et al. 2005). (5) This may explain the lack of anticorrelation between
the residuals in velocity and radius at a given luminosity (Courteau
& Rix 1999), indicating comparable contributions of disc and dark
halo to the gravitational potential at the effective disc radius (Dutton
et al., in preparation).

Dust lane. Edge-on discs above V v � 120 km s−1 show a well-
defined dust lane, while less massive discs show diffuse dust above
and below the disc (Dalcanton, Yoachim & Bernstein 2004). A thick,
turbulent, dusty gas phase is indeed expected when SN feedback
is effective, and when cold streams shock and produce stars, both
predicted below an appropriate scale.

Shock heating in dwarf haloes. The cold/hot infall and feed-
back processes are expected to give rise to two scales charac-
terizing dwarf galaxies. The lower bound at V v ∼ 10–15 km s−1

(e.g. Dekel & Woo 2003, Fig. 3) is commonly attributed to the
drop in atomic cooling rate below ∼104 K. We propose that this in-
volves shock heating, in analogy to M shock discussed above. Fig. 11
(bottom) shows the quantity relevant to shock stability, t cool/t comp

(equation 17), as a function of halo mass, now stretched to low
masses. The molecular hydrogen cooling rate, relevant below 104 K,
is weaker and may actually be eliminated after z ∼ 10 due to
molecule dissociation by the UV background (Haiman, Rees &
Loeb 1996). The stability is evaluated at z = 0 both in the disc
vicinity (r = 0.1Rv, Z = 0.1, ũs = 0, and near the virial radius
(Z = 0.03, ũs = 1/7).
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Figure 11. Shock stability as a function of mass at z = 0. Bottom: The
ratio of rates, t cool/t comp, as a function of halo mass derived at the disc
(Z = 0.1, us = 0) and at the virial radius (Z = 0.03, us = 0.15). The cooling
rate is assumed to vanish for T < 104 K. A stable shock is possible once
tcool/tcomp > 1. Top: An illustration of the evolution of shock radius between
the disc vicinity and the virial radius as the halo mass grows in time, based
on the stability criterion shown in the bottom panel.

The top panel illustrates the deduced evolution of shock radius
between the disc and the virial radius as the halo mass grows in time.
Haloes below ∼109 M� have stable virial shocks. As the halo grows
to ∼6 × 108 M�, the conditions near the disc become unfavourable
for a stable shock, but the virial shock persists. Only when the
halo becomes ∼6 × 109 M� shock heating stops completely. Thus,
the shock heating prevents star formation in smaller haloes even
before the epoch of re-ionization. Once the first stars form in the
dense centres of big clouds, their UV radiation re-ionizes the gas,
dissociates molecules and helps preventing cooling. This provides a
natural explanation for the absence of luminous galaxies with haloes
below ∼109 M�, predicting a large population of mini haloes with
V v < 10 km s−1 which are completely dark. There is only a narrow
window, 6 × 109–6 × 1011 M�, for haloes that allow cold flows and
can form luminous discs at low redshifts. This range is somewhat
broader at high redshifts, with the lower bound dropping below
109 M� and the upper bound rising above 1012 M� prior to z ∼ 3.
Within this window, it seems that below V v ∼ 30 km s−1 most of
the haloes are totally dark6 and the others are populated by gas-poor
dwarf spheroidals. This is the scale predicted by photoionization
feedback (Section 5).

8 C O N C L U S I O N

8.1 Summary of results

The classic argument of cooling on a dynamical time-scale (Rees
& Ostriker 1977; White & Rees 1978), with order-of-magnitude

6 This can be deduced from the discrepancy between the flat faint-end lu-
minosity function and the steep halo mass function predicted in �CDM,
given the Tully–Fisher like velocity–luminosity relation of dwarf galaxies
(e.g. Dekel & Woo 2003, fig. 3).

estimates of the time-scales involved, provided an inspiring quali-
tative upper bound for luminous galaxies, at a halo mass of M ∼
1012–13 M�. An analytic study of the actual shock-heating process
(Birnboim & Dekel 2003, and this paper) now yields a more con-
crete halo critical scale at M � 6 × 1011 M�, somewhat smaller
than the original estimate. The criterion for critical shock stability,

t−1
cool = t−1

comp, (42)

is a balance between the cooling rate and the post-shock compres-
sion rate, which restores the pressure supporting the shock against
gravitational collapse. The compression time is somewhat larger
than the crossing time at the shock position. The absolute mag-
nitudes of these time-scales are irrelevant – they could in principle
both be longer than the Hubble time, because what matters for shock
heating versus cold flows is only the relative rates of the competing
processes. The most relevant critical scale is obtained in the inner
halo, because as the halo grows, the shock first becomes stable in
the inner halo, and it then propagates outwards to the virial radius.
Haloes of mass below the threshold mass build discs in their centres
by cold flows, while in haloes above the threshold much of the gas
is shock heated. These results are confirmed by spherical hydrody-
namical simulations. The same phenomenon is seen at a comparable
scale in general cosmological hydrodynamical simulations. They re-
veal that in haloes near the critical scale, and even in larger haloes
preferentially at z � 2 and especially in field galaxies, cold streams
along the filaments feeding the galaxy penetrate through the hot
medium, and allow further disc growth and star formation.

The interplay between these cold flows and shock heating, the
gravitational clustering scale, and the different feedback processes
acting below and above a similar mass scale, is proposed to be
responsible for the robust bimodality imprinted on the observed
galaxy properties. Cold flows in haloes much bigger than the clus-
tering scale allow massive starbursts at z � 2, while shock heating
in comparable haloes at later times shuts off star formation and
leads to big red galaxies. While SN and radiative feedbacks regu-
late star formation below the critical scale, the presence of dilute,
shock-heated gas in more massive haloes allows the AGN feedback
(or another energetic source capable of affecting big galaxies) to
keep the shock-heated gas hot and prevent further disc growth and
star formation. The observed bimodality and many of the related
phenomena are argued to arise naturally from such a scenario (Sec-
tion 6). The shock-heating process also plays a role in introducing
a lower bound to haloes hosting galaxies, at ∼109 M�. The mass
range where disc galaxies can form today turns out to be quite nar-
row, between a few times 109 M� to slightly below 1012 M�.

8.2 Re-engineering of SAMs

Once the new physical processes are properly incorporated in the
detailed models of galaxy formation, they solve many of the apparent
conflicts between theory and observation. At a crude level, one might
have naively thought that since the cooling time is anyway assumed
to be shorter in smaller haloes, the details of the cold flows and
shock heating would not matter much to the final result. However,
a closer inspection reveals that there are several key features which
make a qualitative difference as stated below.

(i) Star formation. The near-supersonic cold streams provide a
new efficient mechanism for early star formation. This is in contrast
to the gradual infall of cooling shock-heated gas assumed in most
SAMs, which starts from near rest, accretes smoothly into the disc,
and joins the quiescent mode of star formation there. We find that
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the expected cold-gas supply is significantly more efficient than
assumed in most current models even in small haloes (Cattaneo
et al. in preparation).

(ii) Heating inside out. The concept of an expanding ‘cooling
radius’ used in current SAMs is limited to massive haloes where a
virial shock exists. Otherwise, it is the shock causing the heating
which is propagating from the inside out.

(iii) Shutdown of star formation. The combination of shock
heating and AGN feedback provides a mechanism for shutting off
disc growth and star formation above a threshold halo mass.

(iv) Cold streams. Cold streams that penetrate through the hot
media continue to make discs and produce stars in haloes above
M shock. This happens mostly at z � 2, and preferentially in less
grouped galaxies, allowing big blue galaxies mostly at high z and
some at low-density environments, and enforcing a sharp shutdown
of star formation at late times and especially in clustered galaxies.

A practical schematic recipe for the critical halo mass below
which cold streams prevail and above which one may assume a
shutdown of gas supply and star formation is

Mcrit =
{

Mshock, z < zcrit

Mshock

(
Mshock
f M∗(z)

)
, z > zcrit

(43)

where the critical redshift zcrit is defined by fM∗(z crit) = M shock, the
clustering scale M ∗(z) is given by equation (A18), and f is a numer-
ical factor of order of a few. Our best estimates for the parameters
are log M s � 11.8 (but possibly another value in the range 11.3–
12.3) and f � 3 (possible range: 1–10). Using the approximation
log M ∗ � 13.1–1.3z (z � 2), we obtain zcrit � 1.4 for f = 3. This
recipe should allow big blue systems at z � 2, eliminate big blue
systems and make big red galaxies at z � 1, and generate a bimodal-
ity near M shock. This scheme can be refined to allow for a smooth
transition above the critical scale by applying the shutdown to a
varying fraction of the gas and by breaking the streams into clumps
which will generate high peaks of starbursts.

In addition, one may wish to have an effective minimum require-
ment for the central black hole mass in order to ensure enough
feedback energy for maintaining the gas hot. This may emphasize
the bimodality gap in colour and bulge-to-disc ratio. However, the
proposed shutdown by halo mass may be enough for ensuring suf-
ficient bulge mass and black hole mass.

The SAMs should be re-engineered to incorporate these processes
and thus help working out the detailed implications of the proposed
scenario. Preliminary attempts to do that, using two different SAMs,
indicate that the incorporation of the new proposed processes out-
lined above indeed leads to significantly better fits with the observed
bimodality features along the lines proposed in Section 6 (C05).

8.3 Open issues

In parallel, the physics of the involved ingredients should be properly
worked out in more detail, starting with the following two hypothe-
ses that were laid out in Section 6.

(i) Fate of cold streams. A detailed investigation is required
of the way by which the cold streams evolve and eventually merge
with the central disc, the associated star formation and the resulting
feedback process. While progress can be made using toy models
and simplified simulations, a proper analysis will require simula-
tions of higher resolution than are currently available. In particular,
whether or not the predicted starbursts could be associated with
the big dusty sources indicating massive star formation at high red-

shifts, such as the SCUBA sources (Chapman et al. 2003), remains
to be determined once the theory is worked out and the observed
characteristics of these sources are clarified.

(ii) AGN feedback. The physics of AGN feedback is another
unknown. One wishes to understand how the available energy origi-
nating near the central black hole is transferred to the hot gas spread
over the halo. The physics of how thermal conductivity may heat
the gas is also to be investigated. The increased efficiency of these
feedback mechanisms in the presence of a hot medium as opposed
to their effect on cold flows and clumps are to be quantified.

Parallel attempts to work out the details of the physical input and
to incorporate it in quantitative models of galaxy formation will lead
to progress in our understanding of the galaxy bimodality and the
associated features.
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A P P E N D I X A : U S E F U L R E L AT I O N S

We summarize here the cosmological relations used in the analysis
of Section 3. This is rather basic material, based for example on
Lahav et al. (1991); Carroll, Press & Turner (1992) and Mo & White
(2002). By specifying it here in a concise and convenient form, we
hope to allow the reader to reproduce our results and use them in
future work. Additional relations associated with the spherical top-
hat collapse model are brought in the appendix of BD03.

A1 Cosmology

The basic parameters characterizing a flat cosmological model in
the matter era are the current values of the mean mass density
parameter �m and the Hubble constant H0. At the time associated
with expansion factor a = 1/(1 + z), the vacuum-energy density
parameter is ��(a) = 1 − �m(a) and

�m(a) = �m a−3

�� + �ma−3
. (A1)

The Hubble constant is

H (a) = H0

(
�� + �ma−3

)1/2
, (A2)

and the age of the universe is

tuniv(a) = 2

3
H (a)−1 sinh−1(|1 − �m(a)|/�m(a))1/2

(|1 − �m(a)|)1/2
. (A3)
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The mean mass density is

ρu � 1.88 × 10−29�h2a−3 � 2.76 × 10−30�m0.3 h2
0.7 a−3, (A4)

where �m 0.3 ≡ �m/0.3, h ≡ H 0/100 km s−1 Mpc−1, and h0.7 ≡
h/0.7.

A2 Virial relations

The virial relations between halo mass, velocity and radius,

V 2
v = G Mv

Rv
,

Mv

(4π/3)R3
v

= �ρu (A5)

become

M11 � 6.06 V 3
100 A3/2 � 342 R3

1 A−3, (A6)

where M 11 ≡ M v/1011 M�, V 100 ≡ V v/100 km s−1, R1 ≡
Rv/1 Mpc, and

A ≡ (
�200 �m0.3 h2

0.7

)−1/3
a. (A7)

An approximation for �(a) in a flat universe (Bryan & Norman
1998) is

�(a) � (
18π2 − 82��(a) − 39��(a)2

)
/�m(a). (A8)

The virial temperature can be defined by

kTv

m
= 1

2
V 2

v . (A9)

For an isotropic, isothermal sphere, this equals σ 2, where σ is the
one-dimensional velocity dispersion and the internal energy per unit
mass is e = (3/2) σ 2. Thus

V 2
100 � 2.79 T6 M11 � 28.2 T 3/2

6 A3/2, (A10)

where T 6 ≡ T v/106 K.

A3 Press Schechter

Linear fluctuation growth is given by (Lahav et al. 1991; Carroll
et al. 1992; Mo & White 2002)

D(a) = g(a)

g(1)
a, (A11)

where

g(a) � 5

2
�m(a)

×
[
�m(a)4/7 − ��(a) + 1 + �m(a)/2

1 + ��(a)/70

]−1

.

(A12)

The CDM power spectrum is approximated by (Bardeen et al.
1986)

P(k) ∝ k T 2(k), (A13)

with

T (k) = ln(1 + 2.34 q)

2.34 q

× [1 + 3.89q + (16.1q)2 + (5.46q)3 + (6.71q)4]−1/4,

(A14)

where

q = k(
�mh2Mpc−1

) . (A15)

It is normalized by σ 8 at R = 8 h−1 Mpc, where

σ 2(R) = 1

2π

∫ ∞

0

dk k2 P(k) W̃ 2(k R), (A16)

and with the Fourier transform of the top-hat window function

W̃ (x) = 3(sin x − x cos x)/x3. (A17)

In the Press Schechter (PS) approximation, the characteristic halo
mass M ∗(a) is defined as the mass of the 1σ fluctuation,

1 = ν(M, a) = δc

D(a) σ (M)
, δc � 1.69, (A18)

where M and the comoving radius R are related via the universal
density today: M = (4π/3)ρ̄0 R3. The mass of 2σ fluctuations is
obtained by setting ν(M, a) = 2, etc. Based on the improved formal-
ism of Sheth & Tormen (2002), the fraction of total mass in haloes
of masses exceeding M is

F(> M, a) � 0.4

(
1 + 0.4

ν0.4

)
erfc

(
0.85 ν√

2

)
. (A19)

This fraction for 1, 2 and 3σ fluctuations is 22, 4.7 and 0.54 per
cent, respectively.

Fig. 2 shows the PS mass M∗ as a function of redshift. For the
standard �CDM with σ 8 = 0.9, its value at z = 0 is M ∗0 = 1.36 ×
1013 M�. One can see that an excellent practical fit in the range
0 � z � 2 is provided by a power law in this semilog plot: log M ∗ ≈
13.134 − 1.3z. At larger redshifts this gradually becomes an under-
estimate. Trying to provide crude power-law approximations, we
find that M ∗ ∝ a4.2 ∝ t3.5 are crude approximations in the range 0
� z � 1, and that M ∗ ∝ a5 ∝ t4 are good to within a factor of 2
in the range 0 � z � 2. These power laws become overestimates at
higher redshifts.
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